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Stay The Same
The Shoes

Intro :
=> PLAY EACH CHORD TWICE, AND PLAY THE TWO LAST ONE WITH A FUNK RYTHM.

   F#m       A        B        D  Abm/aug5

e---2--7-9---0--7-5---2---7-5--2---4-----------------------|
B---2-7------2-7------4-7------3---5-----------------------|
G---2--------2--------4--------2---4-----------------------|
D---4--------2--------4------------------------------------|
A---4-----------------2------------------------------------|
E---2-----------------2------------------------------------|

F#m
So when I wake up
A
I feel the same feeling
B                     D
The same feeling that I felt last night.
F#m
Now my bones are cold
A
And my body aches
B
Like it did last night
D
it is that same feeling 

F#m
Every time we stumble
A
Every time we fall
B                   D
Every time we try to make it stop
F#m
Every time we stumble
A
Every time we fall
B                       D
Every time I feel you re falling apart

F#m         A
I feel like nothing can change, again 
B                     D
We see the same ghost everyday
F#m                         A



And when it comes, tomorrow will be the same 
B
We feel the same
D
We re still the same
We stay the same

So when we go out
We always dance the same
We always dance the same 
like we did last night
We always stay up
We always stay up late
I m always losing sleep
Like I did last night 

Every time we stumble
Every time we fall
Every time we try to make it stop
Every time we stumble
Every time we fall
Every time I feel you re falling apart

I feel like nothing can change, again 
we see the same ghost everyday
And when it comes, tomorrow will be the same 
We feel the same
We re still the same
We stay the same

( x3)

So when I wake up
I feel the same feeling
The same feeling that I felt last night
Now my bones are cold
and my body aches
Like it did last night
it is that same feeling oh

F# (let ring)
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